
Easy (one point per item) 
1. Take a cheeky selfie with Sela 
2. Have a drink with Scotty 
3. Meditate on mount Seleya 
4. Hug Admiral Quinn 
5. Swim in Shapeshifter goo 
6. Take a selfie amidst a group of Gekli in space 
7. Discover an unknown comet in sector space and give it an epic name. The name can 

be provided by adding text to your screenshot. One Master Key will be awarded to 
the best name! 

8. Discover an unknown nebula in sector space and give it an epic name. The name 
can be provided by adding text to your screenshot. One Master Key will be awarded 
to the best name! 

9. Invade Worf's personal space 
10. Raise a toast to Martok 
11. Take a selfie with an assimilated Undine 
12. Show Hakeev some love…  

That poor, misunderstood man just needs some emotional healing 
13. Dance on Admiral T'Nae’s desk! 
14. Make a selfie with Obisek  
15. Freeze to death 
16. Pull a Caitian's tail 
17. Take a selfie with research lead B’Eler 
18. Cuddle a Gorn  
19. Blow a kiss to an Elachi 
20. Pray in front of a monastery on P'Jem  
21. Bow for emperor Kahless  
22. Raise your D'k thag to Chancellor J’mpok 
23. Swear allegiance to Captain Killy 
24. Bend the knee to proconsul D'Tan 
25. Take a selfie with Molor  
26. Have a drink with Morn 
27. Climb a tree 
28. Take a selfie with Ambassador Surah 
29. Take a selfie with the Great Nanov 
30. Laugh in Admiral Tuvok's face 

 
Medium (at least two points per item) 

31. Fly close to a black hole  
32. Slay a V-Rex 
33. Have a dance party with at least one other Fleetie at DJ Azuzu’s dance floor on 

Starbase Diversity. One point per dancing Fleetie in the pic to each. The in-game 
@handles of the Fleeties in the picture must be provided by adding text to your 
screenshot 

34. Take a selfie with the Elite Tactical Drone formerly known as Empress Donatra  



35. Dance on top of the bar at Quark's with as many Fleeties as you can gather 
One point per dancing fleetie in the pic to each. The in-game @handles of the 
Fleeties in the picture must be provided by adding text to your screenshot 

36. Completely fill Admiral Quinn's office with balloons 
37. Take a selfie with your favourite Stonewall Fleet Captain 
38. Take a selfie with your favourite Stonewall Admiral 
39. Rainbow boat! Fire at least six different beam weapons simultaneously at one 

enemy, with all beams having different colours each. 
40. Ramming speed! Ram your ship down the throat of B'Vat's planet killer 
41. Dance with one of the gogo dancers in Shangdu 
42. Take a selfie with Seven of Nine inside Voyager's Astrometrics Lab 
43. Worship an Iconian 
44. Take a picture with Slamek in the sun 
45. Trade one Comet Cocktail, one Nerve Tonic, and one bottle of Tranya with a Fleetie 

for one Lohlunat Favour, one Red Omega Trace, and one Andorian Sleighbell. Make 
a screenshot of the transaction. Both Fleeties receive two points for the transaction. 
The in-game @handles of the other Fleetie in the picture must be provided by adding 
text to your screenshot 

 
Difficult (at least five points per item) 

46. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of ENT with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

47. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of DSC with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

48. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of TOS with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

49. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of TAS with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

50. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of TNG with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

51. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of DS9 with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

52. Re-enact your favourite scene from an episode of VOY with at least one other Fleetie 
(Name the episode, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 

53. Re-enact your favourite scene from on of the ST Movies with at least one other 
Fleetie 
(Name the movie, give a short description of the scene, and give your co-Fleetie’s 
@handle, by adding text to your screenshot) 



54. Have all the different starship classes which had the name Enterprise in one single 
screenshot orbiting New Romulus (NX-class, Constitution class, Constitution class 
refit, Excelsior class, Ambassador class, Galaxy class, Sovereign class, Odyssey 
class) Bonus points for a Kelvin timeline constitution class, and the J-class pizza 
cutter 

55. Play Tribble soccer on Starbase Diversity with two teams. Each team should at least 
have two Fleeties. Two bonus points if the teams have coordinated their team outfits. 
The in-game @handles of the Fleeties in the picture must be provided by adding text 
to your screenshot 

56. Park as many small crafts as you can in one of the dry-docks around ESD together 
with at least four other Fleeties. Each Fleetie is awarded as many points as there are 
shuttles inside the dock. The in-game @handles of the Fleeties in the picture must be 
provided by adding text to your screenshot 

57. Dance the fan dance atop any hill in the dessert of Nimbus III together with at least 
two other Fleeties. The in-game @handles of the Fleeties in the picture must be 
provided by adding text to your screenshot 

58. Compose a poem about how awesome your favourite Fleetie is and send that poem 
via in-game mail to that special person. Take a screenshot of your mail. You get a 
bonus point if the Fleetie sends you a poem back. The best poem wins a Ferengi 
D’Kora Marauder! 

59. Have a slumber party with at least four other Fleeties in the bunk beds in the 
barracks of Qo’noS’ First City.  Each Fleetie is awarded as many points as there are 
bunk beds filled. Three bonus points if everyone wears pyjamas and there is at least 
one pet. The in-game @handles of the Fleeties in the picture must be provided by 
adding text to your screenshot 

60. Hold a dance party in Gre’thor with four other Fleeties. The in-game @handles of the 
Fleeties in the picture must be provided by adding text to your screenshot 


